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FQREHOKD 
The present document is the materialization of a new stage 
in the work programme for providing the Belizean Ministry of 
Economic Development with a Project Bank. This step consists 
basically in the elaboration of a set of indicators for immediate 
incorporation in the taking of investment decisions throuc^ the 
use of this Project Bank. 
The work developed constitutes a proposal, for making the 
information required by the usual methodologies compatible with 
the statistical information available. This exercise inexorably 
leads to a recognition of methodological limitations v*iich will 
be more severe in the case of those projects vAiere there is less 
statistical information. Overcoming this restriction, however, 
defends mainly on the possibility of improving the quality of 
the statistics available. 
This work was carried out with the technical co-cperation of 
the Latin American and Caribbean Institute for Econcmic and 
Social Planning (ILPES) to the Government of Belize throuc^ the 
Ministry of Econamic Developnent (MDD), and within the aime of 
the DICD/UNDP Agreement (El Salvador). 
The document was drawn vp by the advisor Carlos Castillo E. 
with the valuable assistance of Pablo Ezpat of the Ministry of 
Economic Development and the technical team of the ILPES Advisory 
Service Programme. 
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GUIDE POR RANKING PROJECT PROFIIES 
I. INTODDUCnON 
Uie develqpraent process in Latin American countries has been 
a continual search for new or iitproved models for socicil 
organization to overcame the limitations to achieving greater 
growth rates. Preoccipation with this has recently grown in 
Latin Americci because of the growing unsatisfied demand for basic 
needs resulting from the h i ^ rates of peculation growth and the 
low rates of GNP growth in most of the countries of the region. 
Various factors indicate that the scarcity of investment 
resources v*iich normally affects Latin American economies will 
continue to be a serious limitation to growth. It is therefore, 
increasingly iirportant to use available rescîurces efficiently. 
Ihis is very noticeable in recent models where product grcwth 
rate depends on the quality on the investment made, lhe effect of 
the quality of the investment on public welfare is explicitly 
stated in tliese models, by taking into account the cost to the 
viiole society of new investments, a cost v4iich consists in 
sacrificing current consurrption units. 
This means, that investments with a low rate of return in 
terms of GNI» growth mean less return in future consunption units 
than those potentially obtainable and, therefore, a lower level 
of welfare for future generations. Thus, the inportanœ of the 
efficient use of resoujxes comes from its direct impaert: on 
social welfare v*iich largely affects future generations. 
The present work is an effort to make allocations of 
investment resources more efficient and is a reaction to the 
preoccipation of the Belizean government with developing 
procedures to assist in the investment decision-making process. 
The scheme is developed in the frajtiework of the Belizean Project 
Bank and takes into account that the system will be incorporated 
in a context vhich is highly restricted by lack of the necessary 
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technical irput. For this reason, the scheme developed consists 
in an elementary proposal to vise existing information in the hope 
that in subsequent stages the remaining necessary technical irput 
will be developed. This description makes i t clear that 
essentially, the proposed methodology must make intensive use of 
physical statistical information, since i t is immediately 
available. 
rr. BAdsaoiND 
The Government of each country guides the allocation of 
resources to both the public and the private sector throu^ the 
structure made up of the set of rules under v*iich the various 
agents and markets operate and their corresponding roles in i t . 
The development strategy of each country establishes outlines 
promoting specific goals. Later, in the course of the planning 
process, the requirements, of the different agents and the 
restrictions on them for achieving the purposes established by 
the government anchor the private agents are discovered. The 
final stage of this process consists in identifying project ideas 
vMch, in the normal course of events, finally determine the 
investment plan. 
The private sector allocates resources using market prices 
as the main basis of investment decisions. In fact, the 
competition of miultiple producers and consumers, simultaneously 
interacting, guarantees that the observed prices faithfully 
reflect existing shortages in each market. For this reason, 
market prices are a good indication of the oEportuneness and 
quantity of investmient required in the corresponding market. 
Thus, provided there are no distortions, resources flow towards 
those sectors where they are most necessary, as indicated by the 
signs that the prices provide. 
In those cases where, because of distortions, these do not 
provide the investors with the r i ^ t guidelines, complementary 
measures are established to correct these anomalies, these 
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situations eœe detected in the planning process in order both to 
guide, public sector investment towards potential bottleneciks for 
private investment and to precisely identify the sectors v*iere 
additional measures, usually taxes or subsidies, are needing for 
correcting the effect of such distortions. 
Public sector investment is usually directed towards goods 
or services v*iich do not fully meet all the conditions for the 
functicaiing of competitive markets. Frequently, market failure 
results from the presence of "externalities", comimon resources 
and public goods, or from the existence of incorrect prices 
(nonqpoly, unemployment, overvalued exchange rate, inflation), 
which prevent the direct use of prices for evaluating the 
priorities of the projects being studied. In such conditions, 
the public sector falls back on the social evaluation of projects 
as a tool for more rigorously measuring the priority of each 
project. In other words, for the public sector, the social 
evaluation of projects is a tool vAiich conplements market prices 
as a component of resource allocation. 
Public sector investment decisions are made by carrying out 
different stages of analysis in terms of the contribution each 
one of them makes to social welfare. These stages are normally 
known as: 1) Idea, 2) Profile, 3) Prefeasibility, 4) Feasibility, 
5) Design, 6) Construction, and 7) Operation, and were presented 
and analyzed in the first design document of the Belizean Project 
Bank, "MANUAL FOR THE APPRAISAL AND MDNITORING OF HRQJECIS". 
Generally, i t is noted in this process that public sector 
investment decision-taking means an increasing demand for 
information on the part of the different agencies charged with 
such decisions. Also, the information accumulated throu^ the 
different stages is interrelated and therefore a systematization 
and analysis of this information is necessary. That is to say, 
investment decision-making is hic^y information-intensive and 
information is its main input. The Project Bank is a tool for 
contributincj to this process by permitting the accumulation of 
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information, its processing, and prcarpt retrieved for decision-
making. 
The Belizean Project Bank constitutes a useful tool for 
decision-making in the different stages of the project cycle. 
Since i t generates information on the general characteristics of 
each project, its profitability, labour needs, financing, and 
geographical iitpact, i t permits not only a better ranking of 
projects, but also more suitable follcw-up programmes. 
Finally, i t should be noted that the Project Bank prcposed 
for Belize is a flexible instrument and as such can be 
structured according to the demands for investment information 
made by the political institutional structure of the country. 
This aspect has became more relevant in recent years as a result 
of the experience of several countries vhich are developing 
regionalization processes parallel with systems for the 
administration of public investment. In these cases the 
delegation of power to local authorities has given more 
iirportance to the decentralization needed for investment 
decisions. 
This process requires that the instrument for supporting 
decision-ma]cing be redirected to serve local authorities with 
equal efficiency. The Project Bank has such flexibility and can 
even, i f necessary, allow the interchange of information among 
the various decision levels, both local and national. Structured 
in a decentralized way, the Bank can help to malee investment 
decisions taken by different authorities contain the maximum 
participation and co-ordination possible. 
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m . MEUCDOIOGŒS AND CH006IN5 PBCOBCXS 
Public sector investment decisions have originated 
considerable research to identify rules to help make this 
sector's resource allocation as efficient as possible given the 
opportunity cost of these resources for society as a viiole. The 
various methodologies designed differ in their treatment of the 
main topics involved in evaluating projects. In some cases these 
differences arise from the nuroerary chosen as a means of 
measuring the benefits and costs of each project. In other cases, 
they are due to the methodological treatment in the calculation 
of the shadow prices of the primary factors or the treatment of 
externalities or, finally, arise from the total approach to the 
interpretation of the results in terms of the proposed goals of 
the public investment. These methodological differences affect 
the final ranking of projects and therefore, the projects chosen 
to be carried out. 
The practical advantage or disadvantage of each approach 
depends on the economic and social policies adqpted by the 
corresponding Government and not on technical reasons. 
Nevertheless, the governments should be familiar with the 
technical aispect, so that the corresponding decisions are ta3cen 
with a full Icnowledge of the costs involved in adopting any 
particular methodology. The following paragraphs present a brief 
analysis of the main topics to be considered. 
lhe first choice to be made is of the rule to be used for 
accepting or rejecting a project. Ihese rules were previously 
described in the document "MANUAL FOR IHE APPRAISAL AND 
MONTIORING OF PROJECTS". Going back to the comments made there, 
i t will be remernbered that the two main profit indicators are 
Net Present Value (NPV) and the Internal Rate of Return (IRR). In 
connection with these indicators i t should also be kept in mind 
that NPV lias practical advantages over IRR becaiise of its 
clearer, interpretation of the bearing of each project on social 
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welfare. Although this advantage is theoretically not 
sufficiently clear, there is, nevertheless, a h i ^ degree of 
consensus on the practiced usefulness of the NPV. 
The main discrepancies in the application of these rules 
arises from the treatment given to distortions and from the 
convention adopted for making adjustments to correct market 
prices, especially of foreign exchange, different types of 
labour, and capital. Another source of discrepancies arises from 
interpretations of equity in income distribution and from the 
decision to include or exclude, through adjustments to variables 
or parameters, different goals of profit maximization in the 
evaluation of the projects. 
IV. THE mraxawGi wtaeoBED 
a) MgtJhodological approach 
The approach proposed is based on both theoretical and 
practical considerations. The viability of any methodology will 
depend on the following considerations: 
The Availability of Technicians Qualified in Project 
Evaluation. The introduction of project evaluation 
methodologies, whose manipulation requires h i ^ y -
specialized technical ability for is hunpered by the 
scarcity of technical teams with sufficient experience. This 
limitation leads to the design of methodologies vohich, vhile 
adequately contributing to inprove the investment decision-
making process, are at the same time sufficiently practical 
to administer and use. 
Availabiitv of Statistics. The methodology to be designed 
should take into account existing statistics as well as 
alternative available sources of the necessary information. 
The best methodology may fail in practice i f the necessary 
information is not feasibly collected because the 
information does not exist or the cost of obtaining i t is 
very h i ^ . 
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It inust be noted however, that the relevant information for 
evaluating projects is that v*iich refers to the direct 
influence area of the project and that, therefore, not a l l 
the information available at the national level is useful 
for stuctying the feasibility of carrying out a project. For 
this reason, the present case will consider that 
statisticeil information relevant for the stut^ of each 
project, vAiich is available for the geographical area vdiich 
best approximates the project influence area, v*iere useful 
statistics exist. This convention is justifiable for 
projects; involving amounts of investment where additional 
costs for generating ^jecific and disaggregated statistics 
cannot he justified. 
In those cases v^iere the potential investment would be 
significantly large, i t would be fully justifiable to develop 
preliminary or conpleraentary studies to generate ajprqpriate 
statistics for making the roost correct investment decisions for 
the country. By their very nature, the statistics necessary for 
carrying out studies to calculate social costs need national 
information <and are, therefore, an exception to the above rule. 
Institutional Structure. Ihe definition and allocation of 
institutional roles is another consideration affecting the 
methodological design to be proposed, since the information 
vAiich each agency must administer must be directly related 
to the responsibilities assigned to i t in the system of 
investment decisions. In those cases vAiere the ministries 
are responsible for generating projects, the technical teams 
of these ministries should be trained in carrying out the 
studies required by the methodologies in order to achieve 
projects of good technical quality. Where this role is 
centralized in a distinct body specializing in these 
matters, the ministries must play a supporting role for the 
pre-investment process, providing the statistical 
information required by the specialized body. It should also 
be kept in mind that the distribution of roles in the 
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investinent system is c^Tiamic and may also vary as technical 
conditions permit. 
Developnent Stratetny. The develcpraent strategy adopted by 
the country should also be taken into account inasmuch as i t 
determines priorities for public investment and therefore, 
towards v*iich sectors efforts should be directed to improve 
public investment decisions. Frequently, the public sector 
is responsible for social and infrastructure investment. In 
these cases attention should preferably be directed to 
obtaining methodologies for inproving investment decisions 
in these sectors. 
The above considerations limit the methodological choices 
applicable in the case of Belize. Consequently, an approach will 
be adopted v4iich takes the following limitations into account: 
At the moment there is a shortage in Belize of seme basic 
input required by the system for analyzing pre-investment 
such as: a) a scarcity of methodologies developed 
specifically for Belize, b) a shortage of technical teams 
trained in project evaluation techniques, and c) a limited 
availability of statistics for projects. 
The development strategy aãapteã by the Belizean government 
lays down that productive investment corresponds to the 
private sector. Nevertheless, the public sector has 
developed a policy of stimulating such investment consisting 
mainly in the granting of tax concessions. To receive such 
benefits the private businessman must apply and provide 
financial information about the projects vhich he wishes to 
carry out. Ihese applications make i t possible to (±tain a 
profile of private investment in the country. This 
information also helps identify the factor demand of each 
project, information v\*iich is indispensable for the 
practical application of the methodology. 
Finally, the above points suggest the adcption of an 
approach with the following characteristics: 
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a) Glcjbal approach based on distributive wei^ting 
methodology. 
b) Information at the project profile level. 
c) A system designed to be centrally administered by the 
Ministry of Economic Develcpnent with the sipport of the other 
ministries. 
d) Information based on available statistics and on 
information obtained from private projects applying for 
Govemroent concessions. 
e) Minimum regiairements of technical teams specializing in 
project evaliaation. 
The existence of economical and social policy goals defined 
by the Government and made explicit throu^ the Plan as integral 
elements for social welfare, permits vising an evaluation of the 
achieving of such goals as profitability indicators of the 
different projects. Althou^ this method is useful in the present 
stage of development of the system, i t is not the best, since the 
wei^tings applied to each goal are based on subjective variables 
and, as such, frequently change. Ihe method described is 
generically known as the distributive weighted approach. 
Ihe methodology proposed is based on the manipulation of 
project profitability indicators at the profile level. This 
scheme has tiie advantage of providing profitability information 
based largely on physical indicators for identifying the svçply 
and demand of the goods or services studied, thus avoiding the 
need, at the initial stage, of using traditional profit 
indicators such as NP7 or IRR v*iich require greater skill in 
economically analyzing projects. Nevertheless, i t should be k ^ 
in mind that both indicators are suitable for measuring 
profitability since they allow the incorporation in a single 
variable of all the effects of a project on the econony. 
Therefore, these indicators are the objectives towards vMch the 
system should be directed as soon as the cbjective conditions 
mentioned at the beginning of the paragraph permit. 
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lhe basis of the approach adopted is the immediate 
availability of the resources required by the proposed 
methodology. Ihe integral ccaooponents of this approach are 
designed to provide, for each type of project, the miniimsn 
information sufficient for making decisions, even thouc^ these 
elements are all defined at the profile level. Ihese conponaits 
can later be substituted by better guality information as such 
information becomes available. Consequently, the formats for 
projects at the profile level vhich are described below will be 
incorporated in the Project Bank in order to facilitate the user 
of this information in the making of decisions, 
b) Data Structure 
lhe order in v*àch data are presented is the same for a l l 
cases and its structure follows a typical ordering pattern for 
project analysis. As has been pointed out, the indicators 
considered are preferably physical, for the reasons above 
explained. Data structure consists of the following parts: 
Data Directed to the Goals. Ihe first section is designed 
for identifying in terms of sipply and demand the 
particular existing situation v*iich leaves room for a 
project and the contribution to each goal vMcih that 
project would make i f i t were carried out. Ihe variables 
considered are mainly fAiysical, althou^ not exclusively, 
since money variables are included in cases vAiere these 
exist. 
Social Indicators. Ihis set of informatic»i is to provide the 
variables viiich roost represent the existing social situation 
in the project area. It should si:çply an approximatif» of 
the main social groups which will be directly benefited from 
the project. 
Infrastructure Indicators. Ihis group of indicators is for 
measuring another aspect of project inpact — the generation 
of new demands for infrastructure as an indirect effect of 
the project. Ihus, an effort is made to obtain different 
types of information on infrastructure demand vAiioh could 
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possibly arise from the existence of the new project imder 
consideration. Hopefully, by this means the appraximate 
social cost of the main investment can be estimated. This 
information also permits identifying and projecting demand 
for puk)lic investment, since normally projects of this type 
are carried out by the public sector. 
The indicators vMch make up each one of the parts described 
are part of an interrelated set. The blocks of information 
maintain their basic structure throu^ the different sectors. 
Nevertheless!, some indicators are adjtisted to the characteristics 
of each project in order to make their evaluation more specific. 
V. CŒHER (XNSIDËRATIONS 
As has been pointed out, the objectives fixed by the 
Govemroent form the central axis on v*iich the prcposed approach 
is based. In the case of Belize, these objectives have been 
presented in the document "Five Years Macro-econcmlc Plan for 
Belize, 1985-1989", and incorporated into the methodology in 
every possible case v*iere explicit objectives exist related to 
the type of project being considered. In those cases where the 
objectives have not been explicitly defined, i t is proposed to 
substitute a consideration of the average national situation to 
establish a parameter against vMch to measure the situation of 
any area v*iere eventually a deficit could exist v*xich may make 
room for a project to solve i t . 
In the case of econcmic objectives established by the plan, 
the three following can be clearly identified: 
- Increasincf Employment. To measure the achievement of this 
purpose the measuring unit prcposed is "Salary Cost Per 
Investment Unit" (definition identified as UIE/I and defined in 
nunber 8.3 in section III, Definition of Variables). The hi^ier 
this ratio, the greater is the contribution of the project to 
this objective. 
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- Generatim Foreign E)«jiame. In this case two types of 
measures are prcposed, depending on the specific case: 
If i t is a project vMch generates ejqports i t is proposed to 
use the concept "Net Exports per Investment Unit" 
(definition identified as m/I and defined in number 10.1 in 
section III, Definition of Variables). 
If i t is an inport substitution project i t is prcposed to 
use the concept "Net Inports Substitution per Investment 
uni t " (definition identified as NMS/I and defined in number 
9.2 in section III, Definition of Variables). 
In both cases described, the same criterion will be applied 
as in the first objective analyzed. 
- Maximizing Growth. To measure the contribution to this 
objective i t is prcposed to use the concept "Net Benefit per 
Investment Unit" (definition identified as NB/I and defined under 
number 10.1 in section III, Definition of Variables). Ihe ccaicept 
used formally corresponds to the definition ocaranonly known as 
"benefit-cost-ratio", except that, in this case, for reasons 
viiich are indicated in section III, the benefits ocaisidered 
correspond exclxisively to those obtained in the first year of 
operation. Ihis modification has led us to designate this 
indicator with the name mentioned in order to establish this 
difference. As in the previous cases, the hi^er this ratio, the 
greater is the contribution of the project to this objective. In 
the cases of social sectors and infrastructure, as well, the 
objectives established as variables of the first group have been 
incorporated. In this case, although the plan does not 
explicitly state the objectives related to any type of project 
in particular, i t is prcposed to use variables related to the 
average situation of the country for the problem being considered 
in order to discriminate between different areas with similar 
prc±)lems. Additionally, the approach proposed incorporates 
efficiency indicators for establishing priorities among similar 
projects for different sectors, as well as to discriminate arocaig 
different solution alternatives for the same project. For this 
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purpose, a variable is included to measure the investment per 
person or unit benefitted by the project, using as guideline in 
this case the criterion of minimum cost. In the case of socied 
sectors the set of indicators defined for this purpose is the 
following: 
SECTOR 




Drinking water treatment 
Sewerage 
INDICKDGR 
Investment per student 
Investment per bed 
Investment per house 
Investment per case 
(civil or criminal) 
Investment per connection 
Investment per connection 
For socied sectors and infrastructure a further variable 
has been added v^ich is investment to Budget as a control 
variable for each alternative selected in terms of the total 
budget allocated to each ministry. 
For infrastructure, for the same reason as in the previous 
case, the following efficiency indicators have been incorporated. 
SECTOR 





Investment per population 
assigned 
Investment per connection 
Investment per population 
benefitted 
Investment per populaticai 
benefitted 
It is necessary to keep in mind that the indicators 
mentioned as decision instruments should be later complemented 
with the profitability indicators mentioned above, that is to 
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say, NPV and IRR, since these incorporate a l l the effects on 
profitability of each project in particular, daviously this phase 
will require the previous development of all the theoretical and 
practical elements mentioned in chapter IV. 
VI. RANKING H»CEDURE 
The ranking procedure used by this methodology is described 
below by means of an example of a productive type project. Ihe 
method proposed first requires the allotment on the part of the 
corresponding authorities, of the weightings they give to the 
different objectives laid down. IWo cases of wei^tings will be 
assigned to illustrate the differences in results, as follows: 
Ô SE 1 Ca\SE 2 
Wl= Objective wei^ting 1 0.5 0.2 
W2= Objective wei^ting 2 0.3 0.3 
W3= (Xijective weighting 3 flug 0.5 
1.0 1.0 
It will also be assumed that the resulting values from 
estimating the variables of the different objectives are the 
follcwing: 
VARIABEE IWMECr 1 ÏKMBCT 2 IKÏJBCT 3 
UUE/I 0.3 0.2 0.6 
NVI 0.8 0.9 0.3 
NB/I 0.4 0.7 0.4 
In this way the weighted values which are datained for each 
project cerne from the application of the procedure represented in 
this exanple by the following expression: 
PROJECT 1 = (ÜIE/I)i * Wl + (NVI)i * W2 + (NB/I)i * W3 
vAiere i t is established that the value of the indicator 
representing each project corresponds to the result of 
multiplying the index vdiich represents each specific ctojective by 
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the wel^tlng which has been allotted to i t by the oorresporeJing 
avrthority. lliis procedure and the values corresponding to the 
exanple being developed are illustrated below: 
CaiiCUIAriNG FPOŒWiŒi RESÜIÍFING EEŒQRITÏ 
PROJECT 1: 
CftSE 1 0.3*0.5 + 0.8*0.3 + 0.4*0.2 = 0.47 2 
CASE 2 0.3*0.2 + 0.8*0.3 + 0.4*0.5 = 0.50 1 
PÎ aJECT 2: 
CASE 1 0.2*0.5 + 0.9*0.3 + 0.7*0.2 = 0.51 1 
CASE 2 0.2*0.2 + 0.9*0.3 + 0.7*0.5 = 0.45 2 
PROJECT 3: 
CASE 1 0.2*0.5 + 0.9*0.3 + 0.7*0.2 = 0.47 2 
CASE 2 0.6*0.2 + 0.3*0.3 + 0.4*0.5 = 0.41 3 
As can Ibe seen, the projects v*iich would be chosen would be 
different dqpending on the wei^tings the authorities decide to 
give to the different objectives. If the wei^tings considered 
correspond to those used in CASE 1, PROJECT 2 would be selected 
first, since i t has a hi^er profitability indicator than the 
other two projects, v*iere the last two show priority 
indifference. If, conversely, the weightings corresponded to 
those used ;Ln CASE 2, PROJECT 1 would be chosen first, then 
PROJECT 2, and, finally, PROJECT 3, according t:o the respective 
value of the profitabilil^ index. 
Finally, i t is indispensable to reseat that the method 
described here is an intermediate s t ^ towards the full 
functioning of the Project Bank, given that once this Step is 
completed, the selection of projects to be sipported (in the 
case of private projects which apply for Government exenptions) 
or to be carried out (in the case of projects v*iich would be 
directly canried out by the public sector), should be carried out 
with the NPV or IRR indicators, \asing the results corresponding 
to the socialL evaluation of those projects. 
With respect to the formats described below, the final stage 
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will only need s l i ^ i t modifications to incorporate or substitute 
(v*ien appropriate), these indicators of social profitability. 
SECTION 2 
IROPOSED BROFILE FORMATS 
The following pages ccaitain the formats proposed, at the 
profile stage, for each type of project. The structure of formats 
was described in general terms in point IV.b. Nevertheless, there 
are s l i ^ i t diffeirences, according to lype of sector, \iAiich are 
described below: 
- Productive Sectors. In this case, as has already been 
pointed out, the format consists of three parts. The first 
contains sipply and demand variables for measuring deficits and 
indicators for measuring contribution to objectives. Given the 
productive and private character of these projects, some money-
type variables are incorporated. With respect to social 
indicators and infrastructure no relevant differences exist. This 
category includes the formats corre^xsnding to Agriculture, 
Agroindustry, Forestry, Livestock, Fishery, Irrigation, Tourism, 
Industry and Mining. 
- Social Sectors. In the first part of the model fontat for 
these sectors, the variables considered are basically physical, 
with the purpose of identifying pot:ential deficitzs by determining 
supply and demand. In this case a subset of data is added for 
identifying solution alternatives with its re^jective indicators 
of investment, efficiency and a control variable for budgetary 
effects. This difference grows out of the typically public 
character of these projects. No other relevant differences exist 
in the other indicators considered. This category includes 
formats corresponding to Education and Culture, î f e c i l t h . Housing, 
and Justice. 
- Infrastructure Sectors. In general the format for this 
type of project follows the outlines mentioned in the previous 
case. This category includes projects corresponding to Drinking 
17 




I) DATA DIRECTED TO OBJECTIVES 
TÏPE OF rWDDDCTION (1) • • 
AREA USED (2) • • 
EST. ANNUAL FRODUCTiaJ (3) • 
• UNIT PRICE (4) • 
ANNUAL FRODUCriCN VALUE (5) • • 








EMPLDYMENT INŒÎEASE: (8) 
U L : (8.1) W: (8.2) ULE/I: (8.3) 
FOREIGN EXCHANGE GENERATED (9) 
m/I : (9.1) NMS/I: (9.2) 
GRCWIH: (10) 
RESTRICTIONS: (11) 
NB/I : (10.1) 
SLE : (12) 
II) SOCIAL INDICATORS (13) 
INCCME DISTRIBUTION PROPQRTICaJ OF FAMILIES 
HIGH :DJCOME % 
MEDIUM INCOME % 
low INCOME % 
UNEMPtOYMENT RATE (14) % 
III) INFRASTRUdURE INDICATORS (15) 









PROPKRIY RIGHTS (24) 
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AGŒ̂ JNEUSÏRY INDICATORS 
I) DMA DERECTED OBJECTIVES 
TYPE OF ]F!RODÜCTION (1) • • 
AREA USED (2) • • EST. ANNUAL PRODUCTION (3) • • 
PRICE UNIT (4) • • 








EMPLOYMENT INCREASE: (8) 
UL: (8.1) W: (8.2) UIE/I: (8.3) 
FOREIGN liXCHANGE GENERATED: (9) 
m/I : (9.1) NMS/I: (9.2) 
GROWTH : (10) 
RESTRICTIONS: (11) 
NB/I : (10.1) 
SLE : (12) 
II) SOCIA]L INDICATORS (13) 
INCC3ME DISTRIBUTION PROPORTION OF FAMILIES 
HIGH INCOME % 
MEDIUM INCOME % 
LCW INCCME % 
UNEMPIOYMENT RATE (14) % 
III) INFIÛ STRUCTORE INDICATORS (15) 









PROPERTY RIGIHS (24) 
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FORESTRY INDICftTORS 
I) EMA DIRECTED TO OBJECTIVES 
TÏPE OF FRODUCTTON (1) : 
AREA USED (2) : ACRES 
EST. ANNUAL PRODUCTION (3) : 
UNIT PRICE (4) : 
ANNUAL ERODUCTION VALUE (5) : 
TYPE OF MARKET 
EXTERNAL (6) : %, QUANTITY: VALUE: 
DOMESTIC (7) : %, QUANTITY: VALUE: 
HVIPIOYMENT INCREASE: (8) 
UL: (8.1) W: (8.2) ULE/I: (8.3) 
FOREIGN EXCHANGE CTNERATED (9) 
NVI : (9.1) NMS/I: (9.2) 
GROWIH : (10) 
RESTRICTIC»IS: (11) 
NB/I : (10.1) 
II) SOCIAL INDICATORS (13) 
INCOME DISTRIBUTION PROPORTION OF FAMILIES 
HIGH INCOME % 
MEDIUM INCOME % 
UM INOOME % 
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (14) % 
III) INFRASTRUCTURE INDICATORS (15) 









PROPERTY RIG5HTS (24) 
LIVESTOCF: INDIOVIORS 
I) DMCA DIRECTED TO OBJECTIVES 
TÏPE OF PRODUCTIOi (1) : 
AREA USED (2) : ACRES 
EST. ANNUAL PRODUCTION (3) : 
UNIT PRICE (4) : 
ANNUAL PRODUCTION VALUE (5) : 
TÏPE OF MARKET: 
EXTERNAL (6) : %, QUANTlTï: VALUE: 
DOMESTIC (7) : %, QUANTlTï: VALUE: 
EMPIOYMENT INCREASE: (8) 
UL: (8.1) W: (8.2) U I E / I : (8.3) 
FOREIGN :EXCHANGE GENERATED: (9) 
N V I : (9.1) NMS/I: (9.2) 
GROWTH : (10) NB/I : (10.1) 
RESTRICTIONS: (11) 
SIE: (12) 
TÏPE OF RESOURCES (25) 
II) SOCIAL -.ENDICATORS (13) 
INCOME DISTRIBUTION PROPORTION OF FAMILLES 
HIGH :[NO0ME % 
MEDIUM INCOME % 
low INOOME % 
UNEMPDDÏMEMT RATE (14) % 
III) INERASTPUdURE INDICATORS (15) 
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FISHERY INDICA3DRS 
I) DMA DIRECTED TO OBJECTIVES 
TYPE OF PRODUCTION (1) • • AREA USED (2) • • EST. ANNUAL PRODUCTION (3) • • 
UNIT PRICE (4) • • 
ANNUAL PRODUCTION VALUE (5) • • 








EMPDDYMENT INCREASE: (8) 
UL: (8.1) W: (8.2) UIE/I: (8.3) 
FOREIGN EXCHANGE ŒNERATED: (9) 
NVI : (9.1) NMS/I: (9.2) 
GRCWTH : (10) 
RESTRICnONS: (11) 
NB/I : (10.1) 
SIE: (12) 
TYPE OF RESOURCES (25) 
II) SOCIAL INDICATORS (13) 
INCOME DISTRIBÜTIC»Í PROPORTION OF FAMILIES 
HIGH INCCME % 
MEDIUM INCOME % 
ICW INCOME % 
UNEMPIOYMENT RATE (14) % 
III) INFRASTRUCTURE INDICATORS (15) 









PROPERTY RIGHTS (24) 
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IRÍtEGATIC»! INDIOVTORS 
I) DATA DIRECTED TO OBJECTIVES 
TYPE OF PRODUCTION (1) « • PRESENT SUPE*LY SOURCE (26) : ACRES 
ADDITIONAL IRRIGATION AREA (27) • • 
KmrniMj EfaTiMATED ANNUAL PROD. (28) « • 
ANNUAL PRDDUCnai VALUE (5) : 
TÏPE OF MARKET: 
EXTERNAL (6) : %, QUANTITÏ: VALUE: 
DOMESTIC (7) : %, QUANTITÏ: VALUE: 
EMPIOYMESNT INCREASE: (8) 
UL: (8.1) W: (8.2) UIE/I: (8.3) 
FOREIGN EXCHANGE GENERATED: (9) 
NVI : (9.1) NMS/I: (9.2) 
GRCWTH : (10) 
RESTRICTIONS: (11) 
NB/I : (10.1) 
SIE: (12) 
TYPE OF RESOURCES:(25) 
II) SOCIAL :iNDICATORS (13) 
INOOME DISTRIBUTION PROPORTICN OF FAMILIES 
HIGH :ENGOME % 
MEDIUM INCCME % 
ICW B^CCME % 
UNEMPIOYMENT RATE (14) % 
III) INFRASTRUCTURE INDICATORS (15) 









PROPERTY RIGHTS (24) 
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TOURISM INDICATORS 
I) DATA DIREXZEED TD OBJECTIVES 
TÏFE OF SERVICE (29) 
AREA USED (2) 
EST. ANNUAL PRODUCTION (3) 
UNIT PRICE (4) 
ANNUAL PRODUCTION VAIUE (5) 
TÏPE OF MARKET: 
EXTERNAL (6) : %, QUANTITÏ: 




EMELDÏMENT INCREASE: (8) 
UL: (8.1) W: (8.2) UIE/I: (8.3) 
FOREIGN EXCHANGE GENERATED: (9) 
( X + MS ) / I (30) : 
GRCWTH : (10) 
RESTRICTIONS: (11) 
NB/I : (10.1) 
SIE : (12) 
II) SOCIAL INDICATORS (13) 
INCOME DIS-iRIBUTION PROPORTION OF FAMILIES 
HIGH INOOME % 
MEDIUM INCCME % 
low INCOME % 
UNEMPL3ÏMENT RATE (14) % 
III) INFRASTRUCTURE INDICATORS (15) 
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INDUSTRY INDICATORS 
I) DATA DIRECTED TO OBJECTIVES 
TÏPE OF PRODÜCTIC»! (1) • • AREA USED (2) • • 
EST. ANNUAL PRODUCTION (3) • 
• UNIT TRICE (4) 
ANNUAL PRDDÜCTiC»r VALUE (5) • • 






V A L U E : 
V A L U E : 
EMPDDYMENT INCREASE: (8) 
UL: (8.1) W: (8.2) ULE/I: (8.3) 
FOREIGN EXCHANGE GENERATED: (9) 
NVI ' (9.1) NMS/I: (9.2) 
GRCWIH : (10) 
RESTRICTIONS: (11) 
NB/I : (10.1) 
SIE : (12) 
II) SOdAlli INDICATORS (13) 
INOOME DISTRIBUTION PROPORTIC»! OF FAMILIES 
HIGH 3CNGCME % 
MEDIUM INCCME % 
IÛW INCOME % 
UNEMPIOYMENT RATE (14) % 
III) INFEÍASTRÜCIURE INDICATORS (15) 
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MINING INDICATORS 
I) DATA DIRECTED TO OBJECTIVES 
TÏÎ=E OF PRODUCTION (1) : 
AREA USED (2) : 
EST. ANNUAL PRODUCTION (3) : 
UNIT miCE (4) : 
ANNUAL PRODUCTION VALUE (5) : 








EMPIOYMENT INCREASE: (8) 
UL: (8.1) W: (8.2) UIE/I: (8.3) 
FOREIGN EXCHANGE GENERATED: (9) 
NVI : (9.1) NMS/I: (9.2) 
GROWIH : (10) 
RESTRICTIONS : (11) 
NB/I : (10.1) 
SIE : (12) 
MAIN INRJTS (31) SUPPLY SOURCE 
1. 
2. 
II) SOCIAL INDICATORS (13) 




UNEMPIOYMENT RATE (14) % 
III) INFRASTRUCTURE INDICATORS (15) 
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EDUCanOI AND COIÍIURE INDICATORS 
I) DATA DIRECTED TO OEOBCTIVES 
lEVEL : (32) 
DEMAND : (33) 
OOVERAÎŒ IN THE FROOECT AREA 
POTEWnCAL SCHOOL POHJIATIŒÎ: (34) 
EFFECTJCVELY SERVED POP. : (35) 
ESTIMA3CED DEElCiT (%) : (36) 
SUPPLY: EXISTING SERVICES (37) 
EXISTING BUILDINGS: (38) 
QUALTTY OF EXISTING BUIIDINGS: (39) 
BUIIDINGS DEFICIT: (41) 
TEACHEEÏS PER STUDENT: (42) 
TEACHER DEFICIT: (44) 
AUTERNAIIVES (45) 




(47) (48) (49) 
II) SOCIAL INDICATORS (13) 
INCOME DISTRIBUTIOJ PROPORTION OF FAMILIES 
HIGH INCCME % 
MEDIUM INCOME % 
ICW INCOME % 
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (14) % 
III) INÊ RASTRUCTURE INDICATORS (15) 









PROPERTVr RIGHTS (24) 
OTHERS:(50> 
STANDARD B: (40) 
STANDARD T: (43) 
HEAIflH INDICATORS 
I) DATA DIRECTED TO OBJECTIVES 
lEVEL : (32) 
DEMAND : (33) 
ASSICaŒD POPUIATIŒi : (51) 
TYPE OF SERVICE PROVIDED : (52) 
STATE OF HEALTH INDICATORS 
MATERNAL MDRTALTTY RATE (53) 
INFANT MORTALITY RATE (54) 
UVE BIRTHS OUTSIDE HDSPITAL(55) 
DIARRHEA CASES (56) 
MAINUTRTTION RATE (57) 
TUBERCULOSIS (58) 
SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEAS. (59) 
MAIARIA & WATER BORN DISEAS. (60) 
LOCAL NATIŒAL 
SUPPLY : (37) 
EXISTING SERVICES 
EXISTING BUIIDINGS: (61) 
QUAUTY OF EXIST. BUIIDINGS: (39) 
TOTAL BEDS/10 000 INHABS.: (62) 
DOCTORS/10 000 INHABS.: (63) 













II) SOCIAL INDICATORS (13) 
INCOME DISTRIBUTION PROPORTION OF FAMILIES 
HIGH INOOME % 
MEDHM INCOME % 
IDW ]CNO0ME % 
UNIMPIOYMENT RATE (14) % 
III) INFRASTRUCTURE INDICATORS (15) 
SERVICEÍ3 AVAIIABIE QUANTITY QUALTTY ASSOC.PRQJ. 
HOUSES (18) 
ROADS (19) 




PROPERTY RIGHTS (24) 
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HOUSING INDICATORS 
I) DATA DIRECTED TO OBJECTIVES 
DEFICIT INDICATORS : (33) 
EXISTIN(3 CAPACITY LOCAL NATIONAL 
EXISTIN(3 DWELLINGS: (65) 
EXISTINC3 FAMILIES: (66) 
FAMILTEfï/AVERAGE NUMBER 
PER DWELLING: (67) 
APPROXIMATE DEFICIT: (67.1) 
ALTERNATIVES (45) 




(47) (68) (49) 
I I ) SOCIAIJ INDICATORS (13) 
INCOME DISTRIBUTION FROPORTKSi OF FAMELEES 
HIGH INCCME % 
MEDIUM INCOME % 
ICW INCCME % 
UNEMPIOYMENT RATE (14) % 
III) INFRASTRUCTURE INDICATORS (15) 








PROPERTY RIGHTS (24) 
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JUSTICE INDICATORS 
I) DATA DERECTED TO OBJECTIVES 
DEFICIT :rNDICñTORS: (33) 
EXISTING CAPACITY LOCAL NATIONAL 
SPACE AVAIIABIE: (69) 
POHJIATIŒÎ SERVED: (70) 
POP. SERVED/SQUARE FOOT: (71) 








(47) (115) (49) 
II) SOCIAL INDICATORS (13) 
INCCME DISTRIBUTION PROPORTION OF FAMILIES 
HIGH INCnME % 
MEDHJM INCOME % 
LOW INCOME % 
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (14) % 
III) INFRASTRUCTURE INDICATORS (15) 
SERVICES AVAIIABIE (SUANTTTY QJMJm ASSOC.ÎRDJ. 
ROADS (19) 




PROPERTY RIGHTS (24) 
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EŒÎINKING WATER INDICATORS 
I) DMA DIRECTED TO OBJECTIVES 
SUPPLY - EXISTING SYSTEM 
PRESENT SUPPLY SOURCE (74) 
QUANTITY AVMIABIE (75) 
S'iANDARD (76) 
WM'ER QUALTTY (39) 









CCMîECnŒS DEFICIT (80) 
STANDARD DEFICIT (81) 
TOTAL DEFICIT (82) 
RM'lCaJING (83) 
AIITERNAinCVES (45) 




(47) (84) (49) 
II) SOCIAL INDICATORS (13) 





UNEMPIOYMENT RATE (14) 





III) INFRASTRUCIURE INDICATORS (15) 





PROPERIY RIGHTS (24) 
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SEWERAGE lINDICailORS 
I) DATA DERECTED TO OBJECTIVES 
EXISTING SYSTEM 
SUPPLY 
TÏPE OF EXISTING SYSTEM (86) 
DEMAND 
POroiAnON (77) 
EXISTING EWELLENGS (78) 
NUMBER OF CONNECTIONS (79) 
BAIANCE 
OCaiNECIIONS DEFICIT (80) 
ALTEKNA3TVES (45) 




(47) (84) (49) 
II) SOCIAL INDICATORS (13) 
INCCME DISTRIBUTION PROPORTION OF FAMILIES 
HIGH INOOME % 
MEDIUM INCOME % 
low INCOME % 
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (14) % 
III) INFRASTRUCTURE INDICATORS (15) 
SERVICES AVAIIABIE Ç3UANÍTTY QUALTTY ASSOC.PRQJ. 
ROADS (19) 
DRINKING WATER (20) 
FTFCTRICTTY (22) 
COMMUNICATIONS (23) 
PROPERTY RIGHTS (24) 
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SPORTS MD REŒEATION INDICATORS 
I) DATA DIRECTED TO OBIECTIVES 
EXISTING SYSTEM 
SUPPLY 
TYPE OF EXISTING lOCATIONS (87) 
IDENTIFICATION (89) TYPE OF SPORT (90) # 
DEMAND 
ASSIGNED PORJIATION (88) SPORTS PRACTICED (88.1) 
AIJTERNATIVES (45) 




(47) (116) (49) 
I I ) SOCIAL INDICATORS (13) 
INCCME DISTRIBUTION PROPORTION OF FAMILLES 
HIGH INOOME % 
MEDIUM INCOME % 
ICW INCCME % 
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (14) % 
I I I ) INFRASTRUCTURE INDICATORS (15) 
SERVICES AVAIIABLE QUANTITY QUALTTY ASSOC.PRQJ. 
ROADS (19) 




PROPERTY RIGHTS (24) 
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ENERGY niroicaroRs 
I) DATA DIRECTED TO OBJECTIVES 





























(46) (47) (84) (49) 
I I ) SOCLAL INDICATORS (13) 
INCOME DISTRIBUTION PROPORTION OF FAMILIES 
HIGH INOCM; % 
MEIDIUM INCCME % 
IDW INCOME % 
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (14) % 
I I I ) INFRASTRUCIURE INDICATORS (15) 







PROPEKTY RIGHTS (24) 
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URBAN IRANSPORT INDICATORS 
I) DATA DIRECTED TO OBJECTIVES 
SUPPLY: EXISTING OR AUTERNATIVE STREETS (105). 
STREETS SIDEWALKS (99) ROADWAYS (100) 
EXISTENCE OF COLLECTORS FOR: (101) 
miNKCNG WATER: SEWERAGE: OTHERS: 
DEMANID 
DIRE(CTLY BENEFITTED POHJIATIC»!: (102) 
RJBLLC TRANSPORT: (103) 
PRIVATE TRANSPORT (104) 
BAIANŒ 
SIDEWAIi<S DEFICIT (106) 
ROAEWAY DEFICIT (107) 
ALTERNATIVES (45) 




(46) (47) (108) (49) 
II) SaiLAL INDICATORS (13) 
IN0CM1Î DISTRIBUTION 
m a i INOCME 
MEDIUM INOOME 
ICW INCOME 
UNEMPIOYMENT RATE (14) 




III) INFRASTRUCTURE INDICATORS (15) 




DRINKING WATER (20) 
SEWERAGE (21) 
OMyiUNICATIONS (23) 
PROPEia?Y RIGHTS (24) 
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RURAL TRANSPORT INDICATORS 
I) DATA DIRECTED TO OBJECTIVES 
SUPPLY: EXISTING OR ALTERNATIVE RDADS (109) 
ROADS QQAT.TTY (99) ACCESIBILTTY (110) 
DEMAND 
DIRECTLY BENEFITTED POPULATION: (102) 
HJBLIC TRANSPORT: (103) 
PRIVATE TRANSPORT: (104) 
ADDITIONAL PRODUCTION VALUE: (111) 
INCREASE IN lAND VALUE: (112) 
BAIANCE 
ROAD DEFICIT (113) 
ALTERNATIVES (45) 




(47) (108) (49) 
II) S(X:IAL INDICATORS (13) 
INOCME DISTRIBUTION PROPORTION OF FAMILEES 
HIGH INCOÍÍE % 
MEDIUM INOOME % 
ICW INOOME % 
UNEMfiOYMENT RATE (14) % 
III) INFRASTRUCIURE INDICATORS (15) 




DRINKING WATER (20) 
SEWERAGE (21) 
OJMMUNICATIONS (23) 
PROPERTY RIGHTS (24) 
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SBCriCN 3 
DEFINITION OF VARIABLES 
This îsection defines each one of the variables proposed in 
the above described formats. A correlative nunber ing order is 
followed. That is to say, the nunbering order vfaLch these follow 
does not correspond to an one fomat since many of these 
variables are repeated in different formats. This factor reflects 
the methodological approach used vAiich, since i t is the same for 
all cases, x;>ses the same definitions. 
1. TYPE OF ERODUCTION: In the space for this variable the 
specific type or class of good or service to be produced by the 
project being studied should be indicated. 
2. AREA USED: In this space the total area of land to be used 
by the project should be indicated. The unit used should be the 
acre, to conform with existing statistics. 
3. ESTIMATED ANNUAL FRODCJCIIŒî: In this case the average annual 
production projected by the project should be indicated. The unit 
used should be the pound (IbS) to conform to the corresponding 
statistics. This quantity can be compared for verifying the 
accuracy of the figures, with yield per acre indicators provided 
by the statistics, by itemi and district. This informatioi is 
provided Isy the document "Anoucil Report and Summary of 
Statistics", edited by the Department of Agriculture of the 
Belizean Ministry of Agriculture. 
4. UNIT lîîICE: The monetary unit vised for indicating price per 
unit should correspond to the same date as that employed for 
estimating investment cost. It is necessary, therefore, to 
establish the date to vdiich the monetary units refer and define 
the relevant prices for the project. For this purpose, the 
following price guidelines are proposed: 
a) If the good is directed to the export market, the 
relevant price is that v*iich corresponds to the POB 
eiport value, since those are the prices vAiioh guide 
investment decision. Ihese prices should be expressed 
in national currency (Bz $) at the official excchange 
rate. 
b) If the good is directed to inport substitution, the 
relevant price is the price on the domestic market, 
since this includes the effect of tariffs or any other 
similar measure (pixjtection measures) vMch may affect 
this price. This is the relevant price since i t is that 
viiioh is used by investors for taking investment 
dec;isions. 
c) If the good is directed to the domestic narket, the 
relevant price is the market price because this 
includes all the information necessary for making 
investment decisions. 
All types of goods taxes must be discounted from these 
prices because of the distortion effect of these vdiere 
the rates are different. It should also be remenibered 
that the proposed scheme only takes into account 
private prices and in no way considers social prices. 
5. VMUE OF ANNUAL PRODUCTION: The annual production valiae 
should be indicated whioh corresponds to the product of 3 * 4. 
6. TïPiE Oí' MARKET: EXTERNAL. The annual production value and 
the total of annual units allocated to the external market must 
be indicated both for exports and for export substituticai. These 
goods are usually negotiable. 
7. TYPE OF MARKET: DCMESTIC. The production value and the total 
nunber of tonits allocated to the domestic market should be 
indicated. Ey definition i t is assumed that there is no extemed 
compétition, víiich is the case for non-negotiable goods. 
8. INCREASE IN EMPIOYMENT. This variable is for measuring the 
contribution of the project to this goal. The variables used for 
measuring this effect are: 
8.1 UIJ: Unskilled labour. This refers to the average 
annual number of unskilled labourers employed in the 
operationeü. stage throu^iout the useful life of the 
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project. That is to say, i t excludes the unskilled 
labour used in the investment stage. This 
<3ritericai is adopted only as an approximation of the 
measure of total employment generated by the project, 
since i t exclxides errplqyment generated during the 
;Lnvestment stage as well as the influence on enployment 
of the useful life of the project. Both these factors 
detract from the validity of this indicator. 
Nevertheless, its adoption is based on the operational advantage 
resulting from incorporating i t in the methodology for measuring 
the contribution to the objective being considered. 
8.2 W: WAGE LEVEL. This corresponds to the normal annual 
xmge paid by the project to each unskilled labourer. 
The wage used should include all costs to the enplqyer, 
such as social security contributions and other 
benefits he must pay, because all these are elements 
vMoh the employer takes into account in deteniiining 
the number of workers to employ. This wage does not 
necessarily have to correspond to market wages since 
the marginal productivity of each worker depends on 
the specific type of project on v*iioh he is employed, 
that is to say, only private wages are considered and 
not the social cost. 
8.3 ULE/I: THE COST OF WAGES/ TOTAL INVESTMENT. This is a 
measure of the relationship between the cost of 
unskilled labour and the txîtal investment cost 
programmed by the project. It should be remembered 
that the unskilled labour considered corresponds to the 
average for the operation period and, therefore, labour 
participation in the entire investment is not measured, 
but monetary units of unskilled labour generated in the 
operation period per monetary unit of investment made 




Althou^ these restrictions lessen the validity of this 
indicator, its usefulness results from its generalized use for 
all types of project as an indicator of the contribution vihich 
each one makes to the objective. Only in this context is i t valid 
as a means of giving priority to projects. For these reasons, i t 
is assumed that the bias introduced by this methodology is the 
same for al l type's of project being considered. 
9. GENERATIcai OF FŒÎEIGN EXCHANGE. Ihis consists in measuring 
the net incr-ease in the siçply of foreign exxdiange v*iich the 
country will obtain as a result of carrying out the project being 
studied. For this the following two indicators are prcposed: 
9.1 N V I : NET EXPORTS PER INVESTMENT UNIT. In the case of 
export projects, this variable is for obtaining the net 
increase in the supply of foreign exchange per 
investment unit. 
For this purpose the variable NX is defined in the 
following way: NX = X * Mi, vdiere: 
X = Total annual value of exports made by the project 
so that: X = px * (pc, vhere: 
px is defined in 4.a and qx is defined in 6. 
Mi = Ttotal value of annual iitported irput as a result 
of the project, so that: 
Mi = mi * pi, v*iere: 
Mi. corresponds to the total quantity of input inported 
annually as a result of the project, 
pi is defined in 4.b. 
9.2 NMS/I: NET IMPORT SUBSTITOTION PER INVESIMENT UNIT. In 
this case the net increase in available foreign 
e»:hange obtained by the substitution of foreign 
exchange spending as a result of the existence of the 
project is measured. For this purpose the variable NMS 
is measured: 
NMS = ̂ p * Mi v*iere, 
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NMS = Mp * Mi valere, 
Víp = Value of iirports substituted annually hy the 
project, so that: 
Ip = pd * qnp v^ere: 
pd is the domestic price of the imported goods, 
as defined in 4.b and qnp is the quantity of 
imported goods annually substituted because of 
the project. 
Mi = The total value of input imported annually 
because of the project to produce qtp, defined as 
in 9.1. 
10. GRCWIH: The space under this heading is for mteasuring, by an 
indicator, the contribution of each project to the economdc 
growth objective. In general terms, this contribution is mteasured 
by the indicators given in the forrni "ERCOECT CATA CAPIURE POFM 2, 
IKEVATE SECTOR PROJECTS", in part nvmiber 16, EROFITABILITÏ. 
Nevertheless, i t has been pointed out that to obtain such 
indicators at the present stage, (NPV or IRR), implies hic^ costs 
because of the level of studies required (pre-feasibility or 
feasibility) required. Therefore, i t is proposed to consider 
such indicators only for those projects Vi*iich involve significant 
quantities of investmient in v*iich case the relevant indicator 
for mieasuring the contribution of the project would be one of the 
two mientloned and should be incorporated in the miethodology 
described in section 1. In the case of small investmient projects, 
the concept of NET BENEFIT (NB) is suggested, ctotained at the 
idea stage frcmi the format required of private investors by the 
Ministry of Economic Development. This concept is described as 
follows: 
10.1 NB/I: NET BENEFIT PER INVESTMENT UNIT. By definition 
this concept is total income less total cost, that is 
to say, only capital return is taken into account. 
Technically this concept is prcposed as a substitute or 
an approximate variable for the concept of Aggregate 
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ValToe, viîich, by definition, would be more apprcpriate 
œnsidering: 
GNPt = ÊVAt, where: 
GNPt = Gross National Product in year t. 
ÊVAt = Aggregate Value in year t. 
In tliis case the total contribution of the project is 
measured as: 
d (GNP) = d (ÊVAt), so that d = change 
d (ÊVAt) = VZ^ = Aggregate Value resulting from the 
project, since: 
d (GNP) = VAp 
Consííquently, the contribution of each project to the 
growth of the country can be measured using the concept 
of Acjgregate Value. By definition this concept includes 
the sum of the payment of returns to the owners of the 
productive factors used in the project, that is to say, 
capital and work. Nevertheless, in this case, the use 
of the Net Benefit concept vhich only considers 
returns to the capital used is prcposed. Ihis concqpt 
is substituted because returns to the work factor have 
alreac^ been considered in definition 8.3 for measuring 
the contribution to the Enployment Increasing 
objective. If i t is considered again i t would 
introduce a bias in favour of more labour-intensive 
projects, since this variable would be weired twice. 
Moreover, the concept of Net Benefit has the advantage 
of measuring only returns to capital, vdiich is the 
scarcer factor in underdeveloped countries (IDC's). In 
this way the recompense obtained by this resource and 
measured by this œncept, constitutes an index of the 
efficiency with vJiich capital is allcxrated. The 
concept is also known as a profitability index or 
benefit-cost ratio, although in this case i t is 
employed considering only the average annual Net 
Benefit of a project, given that the realization of the 
net benefit inplied by the benefit- cost ratio is 
excluded. Finally, the interpretation of this concept 
in the methodology developed corresponds to annual net 
benefit per investment unit obtained by society as a 
result of carrying out the project. For this reason 
this concept is used as an approximate variable for 
social profitability, measured by NF7 or IRR in social 
terms. 
11. UMrTATIQNS: Ihis space is for identifying and measuring any 
variable vAiich acts as a restriction on the project. 
12. SIE: EMPIOYMENT OF SKCIIED lABOUR. The incorporation of this 
variable as a restriction on the project is due to the 
statement made by the plan in force vhich establishes that 
skilled labour is scarce in the economy. The assumption 
adqpted in the present work is that a project vAiich 
intensively uses skilled labour must take i t away from other 
projects being carried out, putting a cost or society vMch 
should be taken into consideration in the decision to 
support the carrying out of the project being studied. For 
the calculating methodology the same elements established in 
points 8.1 and 8.2 should be considered. 
13. SOCIAL INDICATORS. This set of indicators is for providing a 
profile of the social situation of the population vAiich 
resides in the area v*iic±i will be affected by the project. 
Particularly, i t is necessary to have an estimate of the 
proportion of the population in each income level, h i ^ , 
mediimi, and low. 
14. UNEMHiDYMEM' RATE. This indicator is for carpleting the 
social profile in the project influence area. Present 
statistics only supply figures at the district level. The 
cptiraum figure, however, corresponds to a figure v*iich 
represents the project influence zone, since only this 
population would be potentially affected by the project. 
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Therefore, district figures should later be substituted for 
local figures in so far as existing statistics permit. 
15. INFRASTRUCTURE INDICATORS. The purpose of this set of 
information is to identify additional infrastructure needs 
associated with the location of a new project in any 
particular area. This information reveals approximately, the 
total cost to sociel^ of carrying out the project and, eilso, 
allows the public sector to identify eventual investmient 
alternatives in those geographical areas vAiere projects are 
located and sectors viiere i t is responsible, such as social 
and infrastructure sectors. The categories used in the 
columns "QüAMTITY" and "QUAUTY" correspond to qualitative-
type variables, since their purpose here is not to mieasure 
the need, but only to detect i t as a source of project 
ideas. The column "PROJ. ASSOC." is for identifying the 
respective project by code number. The categories defined 
are: 
GOOD: If the specific type of infrastructure in question is 
sufficient both in quantity and in quality, i t is not 
necessary to complete the space in the colxmnn "PROJ. 
ASSOC." 
BAD: Th:ls corre^x>nds to the opposite case vAiere the 
existing infrastructure is insufficient in either sense. In 
this case, i t is necessary to identify the number of the 
associated infrastructure project in the PROJ.ASSOC." 
column. 
Among the sectors considered for identifying infrastructure 










24. PROPERIY RIGHTS 
25. TYPE OF RESOIRCES: In scme cases the specific type of 
natural resource puts restrictions on the rate with v*dch 
these can be exploited because of their reproduction rate. 
This is the case of resources called "Renewable". In other 
cases, the resource is ejdiaustible and called "Unrenewable". 
Obviously, in both cases the nature of the resource inust be 
taken into account for deciding to vhat extent these can be 
exploited by new projects v*iic2h affect these goods. 
26. PRESENT SOURCE OF SUM*LY. The convenience of this type of 
project depends on the irrigation area to be incorporated to 
production and also on the type of agricultural production 
to be generated by the project. This makes i t necessary to 
know the present state of that area, v*iat is the present 
source of water used, in order to estimate net production 
increase resulting from the project. It is necessary to 
indicate v*iether this source is deep-well or other. 
27. ADDITIONAL IRRIGATION SURFACE. Tied to the previous point, 
this space should be used for indicating the additional area 
to be irrigated by the project. 
28. ESTIMATED POTENTIAL ANNUAL PRODUCTION. As an approximation 
Of the benefits generated by the project, this variable 
allows an estimate of the potential quantity of 
agricultural production whicái i t will be possible to 
generat:e by the project. The yield obtained in each branch 
should be compared with existing standards of yields. 
29. TYPE OF SERVICE. It is necessary to identify the specific 
type of tourist service provided by the project. It is 
understood that the benefits generated depend on whether 
these services are directed towards foreign or national 
tourists. 
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30. (X + MS)/I: Uiis formula measures the total equivalent 
quantity of foreign exchange generated by this project. 
These variables mecins the following: 
X: Is the total quantity of foreign exchange spent by a 
typical foreign tourists per year multiplied by the 
official exchange rate. Consequently, this variable is 
expressed in Belizean dollars. 
MS: Total quantity of Belizean dollars spent by a local 
tourist per year. This is considered a saving of 
foreign exchange, since i t is assumed that without the 
project this local tourist would spend these rescurces 
for financing trips abroad. 
31. MAIN INHJTS: Mining projects usually require iitported iiputs 
vAiich appear as a limitation v^en foreign exchange is scarce 
in the econcmy. That is to say, this type of project is 
highly sensitive to the existence of this type of input. 
Therefore, these project's will be less sensitive as 
foreign irput requirements are fewer. 
32. lEVEL: This space is for identifying the different 
categories of educational services offered (pre-basic, 
basic, secondary, etc.). 
33. DEMAND: This block is for identifying the main variables 
v*u.ch define demand bdiaviour for each type of educational 
serviœ. 
34. POmmKL SŒDOL PORJIATTON: In this space the number of 
persons; in the area of appropriate age to the level being 
studied should be identified. 
35. EFFE!CnVELY SERVED POPUIATICN: In this space the number of 
studentis effectively served by establishments existing in 
the prtjject area should be identified. 
36. ESTIMATED DEFICIT: This is the difference between variables 
34 and 35, indicating the potential nuirber of students v4io 
are not being served by the educational system. 
It should be considered that in secondary and higher 
education, a proportion of students leaves the educational 
system to seek work. Therefore, to identic the real deficit 
i t is necessary to substract from the number of persons of 
school age in each level, the number of persons of this age 
seeking work or employed. Only the remaining proportion 
represents the real deficit in coverage of the educational 
system. 
37. SUPITJY: EXISTING SERVICES. The variables in this block are 
for identifying the conditions in vhich the corresponding 
educational services are supplied, including alternative 
establishments. 
38. EXISTING BUIIDINGS: This is for identifying the actual 
availability of space per student in the project area. The 
mieasuring unit to be used, to conform with official 
statistics, is square foot per student. 
39. QUALITY OF EXISTING BUILDINGS: This space is for indicating 
the state of maintenance of existing infrastructure in the 
following terons: 
GOOD: The state of existing infrcistructure is not dangerous 
for the persons attending the establishment. 
BAD: The state of existing infrastructure is dangerous for 
the students attending the establishment. In this case i t 
is necessary to identify the corresponding building in 
space number 50. 
40. STANDARD B: This space is for identi^ing the usual 
standards of space per student according to existing rules 
for school construction. Generally this standard is 
expressed in terms of the numiber of students per square 
foot. 
41. BUILDING DEFICIT: This space is for the difference between 
variables 38 and 40, miultiplied by variable 36. The 
resulting value corresponds to the deficit in space per 
student. It is miultiplied by variable 36 to identify the 
total space required to provide total coverage of the 
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42. TEACHERS PER SlUDENT: This space is for identifying the 
present availability of teachers per student. 
43. STANCARD T: Here i t is necessary to establish the usual 
standard of teachers per student according to the norms 
applied for this purpose. 
44. TEACHER: DEFICIT: These are the additional requirements for 
teachers resulting from the deficit of teachers and is the 
difference between variables number 42 and 43. 
45. AUTERNATIVES: This block is for indicating the result of the 
proposed investment xmder different solution alternatives, 
locatirig the project in different places or in different 
sizes. 
46. nXATION: This is a generic term for identifying each one of 
the alternatives being studied. 
47. INVESTMENT: Ihis space is for indicating the investment cost 
corresiponding to the respective alternative. 
48. INVESIMENT/SIUDENT: This space is for indicating the 
effective cost per student attending classes vAiich each 
alternative would mean in the case with a project. 
49. INVESIMENT/BUDGBT: Ihis heading indicates the proportion of 
the total budget allocated to the respective ministry vAiich 
would be required by the alternative being studied in the 
event that i t were chosen. 
50. OTHERS: Ihis space is allocated for conplementing the data 
with any additional relevant information. 
51. POHJIATIC»! ASSIGNED: Consists of the popvdation vAiich would 
be served by the project based on theoretical, 
administrative, or geographical considerations. 
52. TYPE OF SERVICE PROVIDED: This space is for indicating the 
values corresponding to the variables indicated by the 
necessary information, depending on the type of service to 
be provided by the project being studied. In some cases, the 
indicators are related to primary health services 
(indicators 53, 54, 55, 56 and 57), in the remaining cases 
(indicators 58 and 59) these refer to secondary health 
services. In general terms, these indicators show the 
health situation in the area being considered. 
53. MATERNAL MDRTALITY RATE: This information is necessary at 
the district and the national level so that a better 
approximation of the real situation in the area can be 
obtained by corrparing both sets of information. This figure 
is available from existing statistics and is one of the 
cáDJectives fixed by the plan in force. 
54. INFANT MORTALITY RATE: In the same way as in the previous 
case, this indicator shows the district situation in 
relation to the national situation. In this way, the 
priority of the project at the national level can be 
appreciated. 
55. LEVE BIRIHS CtTTSIDE THE HOSPITAL: In this case i t is 
necessary to indicate the corresponding value at the 
dist:rict level and the average national district figure in 
order to identify the situation of the dist:rict as compared 
with the average district situation. 
56. DIARRHEA CASES: This indicator measures the nunber of cases 
detected at the district level as a percentage of the vAiole 
country. Ihe national column is for indicating the 
respective average percent per district at the national 
level. Under these conditions i t is possible to know the 
comparative relative sitxiation of each district in the 
country. 
57. MAINUIRITIC»! RATE: As in the previous case, this rate is for 
knowing the relative situation of each district by 
incorporating in the national colimm the average per 
district of this rate. 
58. IUBERCUIÛSIS: In this case i t is necessary to identify in 
the district column the percentage of the v*iole country 
vAiich corresponds to the district; in the national colxmnn 
the average percentage of all the districts of the country 
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should be indicated in order to make to comparisons for 
identifying relative priorities. 
59. SEXUALLY TRANSMITIED DISEASES: The corresponding figures 
should be indicated in the same manner as in the previous 
case. 
60. MAIARIA AND WATERBORNE DISEASES: As in the previous case the 
figures corresponding to the percentages indicated in (58) 
should be indicated. 
61. EXISTING BUILDINGS: This space is for indicating the nunber 
of buildings for providing this service in the project area. 
62. TOTAL BEES/10 000 INHABITANTS: This indicator is for 
existing statistics and allows an appreciation of the 
relative situation of each district and an overall view of 
the available capacity in each case. 
63. DOCIORS/ 10 000 INHABITANTS: As in the previous case, this 
permits an appreciation of the same problem, but in this 
case related to the availability of doctors in each health 
centre. 
64. NURSES/IO 000 INHABITANTS: As in the previous case, the 
purpose of this indicators is to provide information on the 
existence of these professionals in each health centre. 
65. EXISTING DWELLINGS: In this space i t is necessary to 
indicate the nunber of existing dwellings in each district 
and in tlie whole country. 
66. NUMBER OF FAMILIES: It is necessary to indicate the number 
of families ©listing at each level. 
67. AVERAGE FAMILIES PER EWELLING: It is necessary to indicate 
here the ratio between variables nunbers (66) and (65). Ihis 
ratio provides a knowledge of the comparative situation 
between the district level and the national level with 
respect to the existing deficit. 
67.1. APPROXIMATE DEFICIT: This corresponds to the 
numiber of dwellings which should be constructed on the 
principle of one dwelling per family. 
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68. INVESIMEOT PER EWEIIiING: Hiis œrrespordsto the total cost 
of Investment per dwelling, analyzing different 
alternatives of location and size. 
69. SIZE: This space is for arriving at a knowledge of the 
space available in the project area for this type of 
)roposal. 
70. POHJIATICN SERVED: The total number of persons served by 
these services should be indicated. 
71. POHJIATIQN SERVED/SQUARE POOT: This indicator permits a 
knowledge at the district and national level of the 
relative situation in terms of priorities. 
72. POHJIATIQN STANDARD/SÇ2UARE FOOT: As in the previous case, 
this permits a conparison of the actual situation with this 
theoretically optimum index. 
73. DEFICIT: This Space is for indicating the existing deficit 
by ccitparing variables (71 and (72) both at the district and 
national level. 
74. PRESENT SOURCE OF SUPPLY: This space is for identifying the 
source of sipply presently used (deep well, surface 
capturing, etc.). 
75. AVAIIABLE QUANTITY: This permits a knowledge of the total 
amount available from the source. This variable is usually 
defined as water stock per inhabitant per day. 
76. STANDARD: The definition of this variable is based on 
theoretical considerations of minimum water requirement^ per 
person to satisfy miniflium needs. 
77. POPUIATION: This is the total number of persons provided 
with drinking water under the existing system. 
78. EXISTING DWELLINGS: This is the total number of existing 
dwellings with system coverage, with or without connection 
to the network. 
79. NUMBER OF CONNECIIONfe: This is the total number of 
dwellings connected to the public network. 
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80. CQNNECEEON DEFICIT: Ihis is the result of subtracting 
variable (79) from variable (78). 
81. STANDARD DEFICIT: This deficit is estimated taking the 
difference between variables (75) and (76). Ihe resulting 
figure corresponds to the water deficit per person per day. 
82. TOTAL DEFICIT: This figure is the product multiplying 
variable (81) by variable (77), that is to say, i t is the 
total existing deficit for satisfying total demand for 
coverage by the system, independently of v*iether t h ^ are 
connected or not. 
83. RATIONING: This corresponds to the total hours per day in 
váiich no water is available in the system. This indicators 
is an approximation of the deficit v*iich affects only those 
persons! connected to the system. 
84. INVESTMENT/OONNECriON: This ratio measures the average cost 
per pot:ential connection of different alternatives of system 
design. 
85. WATERBORNE DISEASES: This corresponds to the nunber of 
diseasíís related to the availability of water in the 
projeci: area. 
86. EXISTING TYPE OF SYSTEM: This space is for indicatii^ the 
system for waste water disposal (septic tank, sewerage 
system, etc.). 
87. TYPE OF EXISTING lOCATIONS: This is for identifying the 
characteristics of the existing sports centres in the area. 
88. POHJIATION ASSIGNED: This consists of the population served 
by the infrastructure existing in the area according to 
existing dispositions. 
88.1. SPORTS PRACTISED: This is for indentifying the 
sports preferences of the population identified in 
column 88. 
89. IDENTIFICATION: This is for identifying the existing sports 
centre, either by its name or in the way the relevant 
authorities describe i t . 
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90. TYPE OF SPORT: This space is for specifying the type of 
sports practiced in each one of the establishments 
identified in space 89. 
91. TYPE OF PLANT (GENERATING) : It is necessary to specify with 
the visual terms (hydroelectrical, thermoelectrical, etc.) 
the type of generating plant existing at present. The 
importance of this variable is in knowing on the basis of 
this information, the existing possible alternatives, for 
example: substitution. 
92. DOMESTIC INHJTS: It is necessary to specify the type of 
domestic input used i f these exist (coal, petroleum, water 
resources, etc.). 
IMPORTED INPUT: It is necessary to specify the type of 
inported input used, if these exist (same as above). 
The previous information allows the approxlmiate 
identification of the marginal cost of electrical 
energy production vdiich allows the detection of project 
alternatives in this area. 
93. MAXIMUM CAPACITY (GENERATING): This is the miaxijnum 
generating capacity per hour of the existing plant. It 
refers to the capacity to meet peak demand. 
94. ENERGY GENERATED: This is the generating capacity per hour 
actually generated at peak time. 
95. ENERGY SOID: This is the quantity of energy sold per hour, 
duly registered, to consumers connected to the system. 
96. CONSUMERS: This corresponds to the nunber of consumers both 
commercial and domestic. The purpose of this information is 
to know the approximately source of existing demand in order 
to define alternatives among projects and fix tariffs. 
97. TRANSMISSION IDSSES: This corresponds to the difference 
between variables (94) and (95). This figure represents the 
energy losses through the transmission process. 
98. GENERATING DEFICIT: This corresponds to the deficit in 
capacity for totally satisfying existing demand at current 
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prices. Ihis quantity is estimated according to the annual 
growth rate of total demand in the existing system or 
according to some standard of consunption per connection. 
99. (QJMSm OF) SIDEWALKS: It is necessary to identify the 
general state of maintenance of existing sidewallcs. Ihe 
categories to be used for this classification should be 
established by the relevant authorities according to usual 
quality standards. 
100. (QüALTIY OF) ROADWAYS: It is necessary to identify the 
general state of maintenance of existing roadways. Ihe 
categories to be used for this classification should be 
establisîhed 1^ the relevant authorities according to the 
normal cjuality standards used. 
101. EXESTENŒ OF OOHECTORS FOR: The purpose of this space is to 
avoid running into additional costs as the result of the 
need toi break the pavement for installing collectors for 
drinkincj water services, sewage, or any other system vMoh 
reqüire!3 installations under the pavement. 
102. DIRECTLY BENEFTTTED POHJIATION: It is necessary to identify 
in this space the population which will be 
directli*)enefitted by the project. This definition considers 
the pqjulation living directly in the street (or road), 
being situdied (in those cases in which the street is not 
used by public transport), or persons \i\̂ o live in the area 
benefitted by the project i f the street (road) is used by 
public transport. 
103. HJBLIC IRftNSPORT: It is necessary to identify v*iether the 
street (or road) being considered is used for public 
transport. In this case i t is only necessary to 
answer Y or N. 
104. PRIVATE TRANSPORT: As in the previous case, i t is necessary 
to identify i f this road is used by the private sector. 
105. SUPPLY: EXISTING OR ALTERNATIVE STREETS: In this blocJk It Is 
necessary to identify vàiether in the study area other 
alternative streets exist to that being studied by the 
project. Additional information about their quality is 
required. 
106. SIDEWMK DEFICIT: It is necessary to indicate in this ̂ c e 
the total amount of payment required to satisfy existing 
demand. 
107. ROADWAY DEFICIT: As in the previous case, this indicates the 
total amount of roadways necessary in the project area. 
108. INVESIMENT/POHJIATIC»î: In this space the cost per perscm 
directly benefitted by paving the street being studied 
should be indicated. 
109. SUPPLY: EXISTING OR ALTERNATIVE ROADS: In this block i t is 
necessary to identify v*iether other alternative roads to the 
road being studied by the project exist. 
110. ACCESSIBILTTY: It is necessary to indicate in this space the 
time required from the project area to the closest 
alternative road by the most rapid existing route. 
111. ADDITKXIAL PRODUCTION VALUE: This consists in measuring an& 
of the main potencial benefits to be detained from the 
existence of the project. In this case i t is assumed that 
the project will mate i t possible to increase the production 
of the benefitted area to seme degree as a result of the 
existence of the road. Ihis information is necessary only in 
the case that i t exists. 
112.INCREASE IN LAND VALUE: As an alternative to the previous 
point for measuring benefits, increased land values can be 
indicated as a reflection of the expected benefits to be 
gained from the existence of the road. 
113. ROAD DEFICIT: It is necessary to indicate in this space the 
conclusion from the above-mentioned information about the 
priority for building the road being studied. 
114. INVESIMENT/BED: It is necessary to indicate in this space, 
the cost of investment per bed obtained by different 
alternatives of location and size of the project being 
considered. 
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115, INVESlMENT/PERSCaí TREATED: This œnsists of the total 
investment per patient required under different 
alternatives of location and size. 
116. INVESTMENT/ASSIGNED POHJIATIŒ: This consists of the total 
investment required per person assigned under different 
alternatives of location and size. 
